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            The American Cranberry, Vaccinium macrocarpon, has been cultivated in the 
United States since the mid-1800’s and is recognized by the USDA as the standard for fresh 
cranberries1. The entire cranberry industry is valued around $2 billion for the US economy6. 
Many cranberry vines in Massachusetts bogs have been in production for more than 100 
years, indicating the importance of sustainable long-term crop maintenance and support4. 
Effective frost and freeze management of cranberry bogs is of utmost importance for 
maintaining the long-term viability of the vines because the ideal growing environments for 
cranberry are in the colder regions of the country1.  

     Most pathogens of cranberry are the result of fungal infection with the primary 
pathogen being cranberry fruit rot (CFR) which is caused by a disease complex of at least 15 

different fungi5. The identification of the specific fungal species causing infection is a difficult and lengthy process 
causing significant delays between symptom manifestation and implementation of a management plan3,7. Other 
identified pathogens affecting cranberry include Phytophthora root and runner rot, upright dieback, cottonball, red 
leaf spot, rose bloom, and Lophodermium twig blight2,5. Several pathogens caused by viruses are emerging as 
possible issues for cranberry, resulting in new research and development of potential disease management 
strategies5.  

     The impacts of climate change on the planet have been demonstrated from changes in precipitation patterns to 
rising sea temperatures6. Cranberry will definitely be impacted by climate change and may face harsher 
consequences than other similar perennial crops. Cranberry relies on water for many aspects of management which 
indicates this crop could be significantly impacted by decreases in water availability, potential adverse impacts from 
strong storms, and variability in winter temperature including water temperature4,6.  

     In this seminar, I will be reviewing many aspects of cranberry including cultivation, pathogens including extant and 
emerging, and the potential impacts of climate change on cranberry production. The long history of cranberry 
production in the United States has led to refined production and disease management methods, but new pathogens 
are emerging and difficulties with extant pathogens are still present5. Research on identification of casual organisms 
for CFR has allowed for a greater understanding of this pathogen but more refining is still needed for effective 
management and mitigations3,7. 

      The impacts of climate change on cranberry has been anticipated with a more ominous future expected ahead4. 
Understanding what the impacts of climate change currently are and how impacts potentially could evolve and 
change is essential in determining methods of managing these stresses for the cranberry plants6.  
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